
Another Significant Milestone … 
And a Name Change

This year also marks the fifteenth anniversary of the
Stevens Alliance for Technology Management. Its
educational programs, its research, and its transfer
of best management practices, have benefited
numerous organizations and thousands of technolo-
gy professionals since 1991. Readers will note a
slightly different name on the masthead of this
issue, reflective of the enhanced integration
between the Alliance and the Howe School of
Technology Management at Stevens.  It’s very
appropriate, at this stage in our evolution, for
SATM to change its name to the Howe School
Alliance for Technology Management
(HSATM). It's especially timely to make this
change now, as the Howe School moves into its
new home, the Babbio Center for Technology
Management, which will become the venue for
many Howe School Alliance events.

The Howe School Alliance will build upon the
SATM foundation, continuing the programs that
have brought value to a generation of technology
managers. What will change is the scope and
reach of our activities, as we further strengthen our
connections with faculty of the Howe School and
provide even more value to participating 
organizations. Go to our website,
http://Howe.Stevens.edu/HSATM and click
on benefits to see the expanded menu of benefits
available to Alliance Partners.

We thank all of the organizations that have part-
nered with the Alliance over the years, and are
grateful for your support as we begin this new
stage in our development. HSATM may not trip off
the tongue as smoothly as SATM does, but we trust
that the Alliance will continue to play an increas-
ingly important role with your organizations. 
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Actually, there are two types of innovation:
normal innovation, and radical innovation.
Continuous improvement and evolutionary
changes in the current practices or services or
processes characterize the former. Radical
innovation is characterized more by revolu-
tionary changes that fundamentally change
the way business is conducted. In this paper,
we will concentrate on both of these con-
cepts, and discuss how bureaucratic organi-
zations need to approach both normal and
radical innovation in order to survive during
the next coming uncertain decade.

“Innovation cannot be legislated!
Innovation simply happens.”

“Companies are not innovative.
Individuals are innovative!”

“This company is so bureaucratic!
We cannot innovate here!”

These and similar phrases populate the litera-
ture and thinking of people who work for
large companies. They are stymied by “the
system,” which they perceive is stacked
against them.The management doesn’t under-
stand; the reward system doesn’t reward; the
financial people don’t want to take a risk; the
engineers are wedded to their old methods
and processes; the task is simply too difficult!
Such thinking is characterized by the many
examples of missed opportunities; the transis-
tor, the airplane, the operating system, the
telephone, etc., none of which were commer-
cialized by existing companies making what
might have been considered competitive
products. The existing companies simply
missed the boat; for example, the railroad
companies thought they were selling rail
transportation, and did not recognize they

were selling passenger-miles; the vacuum tube
companies thought they were selling glass
tubes, not electronic components.
On the other hand, there are myriad exam-
ples of successful companies that have adopt-
ed new strategies and tactics to cope with
rapidly changing environment. IBM adopted
electronic over mechanical systems, and
Boeing adopted jet driven aircraft over pro-
peller driven aircraft.
So the question is, what differentiates the
companies able to accommodate innovation,
either normal or radical, from those compa-
nies that constantly and consistently miss the
boat? What, exactly, allows a large, neces-
sarily bureaucratic company, to act like an
individual or a small, entrepreneurial compa-
ny? What characterizes such a company, its
managers and leaders (these are different!)
and its processes, that makes such a compa-
ny receptive to change, when virtually every
force resists such change? This topic is the
subject of the remainder of this paper.

Innovation Model
Our model for innovation encompasses both
normal innovation and radical innovation.
The first part of the model suggests that both
forms of innovation involve two significant
concepts, creativity and risk aversion. The cre-
ativity issue involves newness, challenging the
norm, brainstorming, risking failure, accept-
ing the “unacceptable,” pushing the enve-
lope. Risk aversion implies protecting the fam-
ily jewels, resisting change, maintaining busi-
ness as usual, avoiding expensive decisions
on risky ventures.
There is a related issue; timeliness, which
refers to company maturity. Timeliness is also
related to the physical concept of inertia; the
resistance of a physical body to a change in
its motion. If we consider the physical
metaphor for a company to be a flywheel,
Fig.1, we can differentiate between two phys-

ical effects as the company matures, i.e. as
the flywheel increases in size (particularly at
the rim):

1. The resistance to change in momentum
increases as the company grows; in order
to cause ANY change whatsoever, it takes
more and more energy.

2. The flywheel acts as a gyroscope of
increasing size; even if the energy is there
to change the gyroscope’s speed, it is diffi-
cult to change its direction.

The causes of increased inertia are pressures
brought on by suppliers and customers, the
loss of company knowledge and culture
through loss of experienced people, fear for
one’s job, the adoption of standards, etc.
Some of these are bureaucratic necessities
(standards) while others are undesirable but
unavoidable consequences of company
growth.
The concepts of creativity vs. risk aversion,
and the company’s maturity inertia, are illus-
trated in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2 one can see
that all quadrants of the creativity-risk aver-
sion matrix are useful, but are aimed at differ-
ent markets or satisfy different needs.
If one wants an immediate solution to a crisis
of known dimension, one does not necessarily
wait for the “right” solution; ANY expedient
solution, even if risky, might do. Creativity is
not necessarily an advantage; pragmatism is.
However, when dealing with an unknown
domain, creativity in the solution space might
be an advantage; if practiced through contin-
uous improvement methodologies, this might
be relatively risk free.
If there is something REALLY NEW on the 
horizon that threatens a company’s very exis-
tence, however, then a risky, highly creative
response might be needed. As will be dis-
cussed later, such opportunities are more 

Introducing Innovation 
in the Corporate Bureacracy
In this world of rapid change, companies are bringing out new products, processes and services at an alarming rate. No sooner is one
product or service introduced, than a competitor brings out a new product and service that either obviates the need for your product, or
renders it obsolete in terms of performance, cost, customization or all three. The question is, how do large companies, noted for their
bureaucracy, slow response to innovation and lack of initiative, manage to stay in business given the rapid introduction of products or
services, followed by the rapid growth of the companies started up by more entrepreneurial individuals?

by Eugene S. Meieran
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likely to arise as a result of one’s personal
drive, knowledge and ingenuity, rather than
as a problem-solving capability. This upper
right quadrant in Fig. 2 is more often
reserved for exploring and exploiting oppor-
tunities than for solving problems.
In either case, the flywheel effect must be rec-
ognized and dealt with. As seen in Fig. 3, as
companies mature, they tend to lose their
ability to capitalize on innovation, at least
radical innovation. When the company was
young, it had little to lose and was more will-
ing to take significant risks in order to pene-
trate the market. As it matures, it has more to
lose or more to protect, and become less risk
tolerant. “Protect the family jewels” becomes
more important than “risk the business in
search of major opportunity.”
As companies mature they tend to concen-
trate on utilizing normal innovation, which
might otherwise be described as using new
ways to continuously improve their opera-
tional performance. This trajectory for continu-
ous improvement can sustain a company’s
growth for a period of time; generally speak-
ing, however, after some time, other forces
cause the company to undergo some major
changes. These may be called downsizing,
business process reengineering, reorganiza-
tion, reinvention, etc.; leading to various out-
comes, as illustrated in Fig. 4. On occasion,
a company can still exploit radical innovation
and generate a new business, but this is not a
frequent occurrence.
So let us now discuss the characteristics of
both normal and radical innovation, from a
corporate perspective. We shall use Intel as
an example, since it has a reputation as an
innovative “high tech” company, it certainly is
now large and may be considered mature,
and having worked there for 25 years, I
know more about it than any other company!

Radical Innovation
Historically speaking, radical innovation often
seems (and indeed is) unplanned; someone
has a bright idea, pursues this with consider-
able zeal, persuades someone with resources
to sponsor the idea, and on occasion, this
works out as a big success, often to the sur-
prise of the new market. Frequently, the idea
is regarded as useless when first introduced,
especially by the owners of a current capabil-
ity that is already obsolete, although the cur-
rent owners are not yet aware of its demise.
Radio, telephone, transistors, airplanes, per-
sonal computers, etc., are examples of radi-
cal innovations which were under-appreciated
at their inception.

The characteristics of
radical innovation are
listed below:
• Essentially single indi-

vidual achievements
• Essentially opportunis-

tic in approach
• Fundamentally

changed the current
technology trajectory;
challenges the status
quo

• Lots of brainstorming,
trying things out quick-
ly to see if they work

• Strongly supported by
senior company man-
agement

• Formed the basis of
major company
expansion

• Was a LONG, DIFFI-
CULT, often frustrating
experience

• Occurred in the early
days of the industry

Characteristics 
of Radical
Innovation
Usually, a radical inno-
vation is created by a
single individual, whose
name is often associat-
ed with the product:;
automobiles with Ford,
airplanes with the
Wright Brothers, phono-
graphs and light bulbs
with Edison, cameras
with Eastman, etc. It is
usually created as an
experiment with an
opportunity in mind, not
as a perceived solution
to a problem (the
Wright Brothers wanted
to fly, not carry passen-
gers). It fundamentally
changes the way the world operates (replace-
ment of horses by cars; replacement of slide
rules and mechanical calculators and type-
writers by computers; replacement of candles
by electric lightbulbs, etc.) Radical innovation
usually involves lots of brainstorming, trying
of new ideas at a rapid rate, discarding
ideas as they are proved incomplete, incor-
rect or infeasible. While in order to be suc-

cessful, radical innovations need strong spon-
sorship from someone who controls sufficient
resources, it is usually a long and frustrating
path between concept and success. This path
often ends in failure, not always because the
innovation is wrong, but because the world is
not ready, the customer uses are not fully rec-
ognized, whatever.

Continued on next page

Figure 1: The Industry Flywheel

Figure 2: Creativity vs. Risk Tolerance

Figure 3: Risk vs. Company Maturity
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Normal Innovation
The characteristics of normal innovation are
listed below. Normal innovation may be
regarded as a form of continuous improve-
ment, usually in response to a perceived
problem or issue. These innovations are fre-
quently team drive; they have no zealous
champion putting his or her reputation, finan-
cial health or job on the line in defense of the
idea.
• Essentially team driven
• Responds to specific problems, opportuni-

ties or trends; more reactive
• Long, thought out process that is expected

to work
• Driven by a champion, but strongly support-

ed by senior management
• Keeps the company ahead, but does not

threaten the status quo so strongly

Characteristics of 
Normal Innovation
For either or both normal or radical innova-
tion to take hold in a company, there must be
a receptive atmosphere; the innovation rarely
can stand simply on its own merits.
Consequently, even if we know what innova-
tion really is, and what it can do for us as
individuals or as members of an organization
or company, we need to understand the
dynamics of how to garner support from our
company in order to nurture innovation if and
when it comes. The following model is useful
for understanding how a company’s culture
can be used for this purpose.

Model for Innovation*
The Stevens Alliance for technology
Management has developed a model for
explaining how innovative companies apply
their resources to capitalize on innovation;
essentially, carrying a storage bottle to poten-
tial locations to capture the energy of light-
ning if and when lightning strikes. This model
is shown in Fig. 5.
Basically, the model suggests that the innova-
tion receptiveness of companies is enhanced
through behavior patterns characterized by
the terms inquisitiveness, collaboration, advo-
cacy and goal direction. These behaviors are
engendered by the corporate culture, which
has its foundation in corporate history. The
corporate history is “remembered” through
the institutionalization of corporate practices;
practices that reaffirm the corporate values
and norms. Looking at this model the other
way around, a corporation creates practices
that appear to enhance performance, through
a set of values. These values help mold the

corporate culture,
which, as time passes
and historical records
accumulate, rewards
certain behavior pat-
terns. If these patterns
include the four ele-
ments of inquisitive-
ness, collaboration,
advocacy and goal
seeking, the company
is prepared for recog-
nizing, nurturing, pro-
moting and imple-
menting innovative
concepts. A filler 
discussion of the
model is provided in 
reference 2.

Intel and the Model
During the early 90s, the Alliance studied
Intel as an example of an innovative compa-
ny, from which the Stevens’ model was
derived. In this section, we will illustrate some
of the characteristics of Intel that helped for-
mulate the model, which seems to hold for a
number of other innovative companies studied
as well as for Intel.
Intel has a history of innovation that has fun-
damentally changed the way the world oper-
ates (radical innovation). The microprocessor
and semiconductor memory chips have
enabled a revolution in information and
knowledge technology that have made com-
puters, for better or worse, an absolutely
essential and irreplaceable part of society.
Intel was formed and managed for its first
years by a group of scientists and entrepre-
neurs of unparalleled abilities, including the
inventor of the integrated circuit (Bob Noyce),
the inventor of the microprocessor (Ted Hoff)
and the inventor of the programmable, erasa-
ble memory (Dov Frohman). The visionary
Gordon Moore, the formulator of the famous
Moore’s Law, which defines the future of our
industry and has done so for the past three
decades, and the irreplaceable Andy Grove
made Intel into a company with sales greater
than $25Billion. These examples serve to illus-
trate the principles of Fig. 4; Intel has a short
but distinguished history of innovation that
has both built a large corporation and has
changed the world.

The Intel culture comes from the founders,
Gordon Moore and Bob Noyce, and from the
personality of Andy Grove, until recently CEO
and President. Andy has a reputation as a no-

nonsense manager, as a technical leader,
and as a gifted lecturer. The no-nonsense atti-
tude comes out in the Intel culture as disci-
pline, as performing at one’s highest level, as
constructive confrontation, as resistance to
complacency (“only the paranoid survive”).
This culture is taught as a “Back to Basics” set
of courses to all Intel employees, new and
old. Indeed, all Intel senior managers are
required to teach one or another of these
courses at least four times per year.
Since almost all senior Intel management has
been at one time a scientist or engineer, the
rest of the innovation model follows almost as
a natural consequence. Engineers and scien-
tists are by nature inquisitive, and all are
competitive and therefore strongly advocative,
in pushing their ideas and processes into the
Intel system. Since Andy has a strong and
indeed compelling desire to produce, all peo-
ple at Intel are expected to be strongly goal
driven, and are rewarded for this (one of the
Intel core values). And finally, since our
processes and products are so complex, we
are compelled to be collaborative, since oth-
erwise, we simply could not get the job done.

4

Figure 4: Company Maturity vs. Risk Tolerance

Figure 5: SATM Innovation Model
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Intel’s Competitive Processes 
for Innovation
1. Policies and Procedures
As a result both our company’s success, as
well as fear (real or imagined) of being top-
pled from a leadership position, (“only the
paranoid survive”)**, Intel has adopted a
number of policies and procedures that help
enable the incorporation of innovative ideas
into our culture. Some of these processes are
given in Table 1; many of these processes are
specific subjects of the Intel University training
classes which every Intel employee attends,
or are used as Intel values, against which
every Intel employee is measured. All are sup-
portive of Moore’s Law, that the ultimate goal
for our technology is to increase chip com-
plexity, as measured by the number of active
elements on a single silicon chip, which dou-
bles approximately every 18 months.

2. Intel Corporate Values
In more detail, Intel has adopted six corpo-
rate values, shown in Table 2. In order to
ensure these values get more than lip service,
they are used during the review of every
employee as a measure of the employee’s
contribution to Intel’s success. Risk taking is a
recognized and often rewarded corporate
value, even in situations where the conse-
quences of taking a risk have not been entire-
ly positive. As a result of this process, all Intel
employees are given a yearly reminder with
financial consequences about the importance
of all Intel values in their daily job.

3. Grade Level Promotions 
and the Intel Fellow

Intel also has adopted a special track for
employees who desire to be technical leaders
but who may not have a strong desire to
manage a large group of employees. This is
called the Intel Fellow, where senior technical
leaders are permitted to work on topics of
their choice. The Intel Fellow is a defined job
position, towards which any employee may
aim; however, only a relatively few achieve
Fellow distinction.
The Intel Fellow has certain obligations and
responsibilities, which help Intel to be recep-
tive to innovation. The Intel Fellows generally
spend some of their time interacting with uni-
versities and external laboratories, evaluating
new ideas and concepts, and if appropriate,
championing these within Intel.Intel Fellows
are allowed some freedom in the choice of
their day to day work, which often involves
some degree of risk taking and exploring of
new ideas. We are also used as a sounding

board by many senior and junior technical
staff, just to see if someone else’s ideas seem
potentially useful. Most Intel Fellows are mem-
bers of one or more internal communities
which help decide future technical direction,
such as the Research Council, Intel
Foundation, Academic Relations Council, etc.
Currently, there are 20 Intel Fellows, repre-
senting a dozed different technical disci-
plines, ranging from software to hardware,
processing to manufacturing, architecture to
marketing, computing to communications. By
contrast, Intel has about 150 vice presidents,
but only 20 Fellows; the Fellows thus believe
that each of them is as valuable to Intel as 7
or 8 vice presidents.

4. Innovation Day
Every year, Intel holds an Innovation day,
where 20 or 30 Intel scientists and engineers
at all grade levels are asked to compete for a
position that for one year, they are given an
opportunity to work exclusively on an innova-
tive project of their choosing. The projects
must not be in the line of current day-to-day
activities, and should represent out-of-the-box
thinking. Intel Fellows and other senior Intel
scientists and engineers are asked to be
judges of this event. Usually the presenters
have posters and working demonstrations to
augment their technical presentation.

5. Internal Conferences 
and External Presentations

Intel sponsors many internal conferences for
employees, in all technology fields in which
we are engaged. At these conferences, shar-
ing of new ideas and “best known methods.”
otherwise known as BKM’s, are discussed,
and their adoption across Intel is ratified or
denied. In this way, we ensure that innovative
and good ideas are rapidly propagated
throughout the company in a controlled 
fashion.

6. Intel Achievement Awards
Intel employees are eligible for a variety of
achievement awards, the highest being the
Intel Achievement Award or IAA. This award
is made by the Intel Executive staff, and is
given to several individuals or groups on a
yearly basis in recognition of meritorious

Table 1: Intel Policies and Procedures

Continued on next page
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achievement. In a addition to a financial
award, the award recipients and their imme-
diate families are treated to a weekend din-
ner and reception at an exclusive resort. This
coveted award is widely heralded at Intel; we
usually have several dozen applicants, from
which perhaps 20 are selected. The criteria
for selection are rigorous, and often include
risk taking and innovation.

Summary
We live in a swiftly moving world, where if
we don’t adapt and don’t innovate and don’t
keep up, we shall (properly) take our place
with a myriad of other companies in the
scrap heap of history. This is particularly true
of the semiconductor, computer and communi-
cations industries, where advances in hard-
ware and software are so fast and so com-
petitive, on so many fronts (globalization,
nationalization, technology, marketing, com-
petitors, etc.), that it is bewildering to under-
stand all the ramifications. However, it is rec-
ognized that in spite of all this new technolo-
gy, there is but one driving force. As a paral-
lel to Moore’s Law, which drives the technical
and economic parts of our industry, it is
human ingenuity that drives creation of new
ideas that leads to innovation. If we do not
manage the process of innovation, we will
certainly lose the very ideas and concepts
that are essential to being both productive
and competitive, as the world changes
around us. Intel has created a suite of
processes, policies and procedures to help us
increase our ability to respond to innovative
and creative ideas, without which we would
not be able to survive the highly competitive
environment in which we now live.
Intel’s response to the flywheel’s inertia effects
illustrated in Fig. 1 may be seen figuratively
in Fig. 7. The flywheel is driven by use of a
number of policies, procedures, recognition
systems, reward systems, and other incentives
that compensate for the flywheel’s inertia.
Without this drive, inertia will dominate, and
both normal and radical innovation will 
be stifled.
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In the sense used in the study, innovation
was defined as the generation of new ideas
leading to successful commercialization and
utilization.  The idea for the research was
generated during discussions at Alliance
meetings among a group of technology
leaders representing Sponsor organizations,
including Dr. John Mayo, then president of
AT&T Bell Labs, and Dr. Ralph Wyndrum,
also from AT&T.  Both were major propo-
nents of doing research that would result in
an applied framework for organizational
innovation.

Based upon detailed interviews of executives
from specifically selected innovative compa-
nies, the investigators found that highly inno-
vative companies: 

• have a serious commitment to innovation;
• pursue it aggressively and strategically; 
• develop and support specific policies and

practices to create an innovative environ-
ment; and 

• promote key and definable behaviors
among employees, who are the ones ulti-
mately responsible for innovation. 

Subsequently, detailed quantitative survey-
based studies were made of companies in
both the electronic and food industries to
validate the postulated model. Using patents

and revenue from new products as innova-
tion measures, the postulated model was
twice validated.  The data clearly demon-
strated that what appears to differentiate
organizations, in terms of innovation, is their
ability to sustain internal environments that
promote key and definable behaviors that
make up their cultures.  Policies, practices,
history, and strategy all are used – knowing-
ly or unknowingly – to support the required
behaviors.

From these findings, the researchers devel-
oped the Stevens Alliance for Technology
Management Innovation Model (Figure 1),
which has since been used by several
organizations to guide innovation efforts.
The most advanced use of the Model has
been at the Power Systems division of Lucent
Technologies.  After five years (1995-2000),
the results are remarkable increases in both
patent productivity and revenue from new
products that contributed to a three-fold
increase in total revenues for the business.
This is how they did it.

Background

Until recently, Lucent Power Systems was the
world's leading producer of power sup-
plies/systems for the worldwide telecommu-
nications, data networking, and computer
industries.  While the company has been
growing faster than the marketplace for the
past three years, it has actually become
number three based upon revenue.
Competitors have grown more quickly
through acquisitions, while Lucent Power
Systems has been limited to organic growth.
On December 29, 2000, the Lucent Power
Systems business was sold to Tyco
International for a reported $2.5B. Key
ingredients of the sale were Power Systems’
$1.6B revenue, profitability, strategic cus-
tomer base, global development and manu-
facturing facilities, strong management team,
and the reputation of being the industry's
innovation leader.

Even though Lucent (AT&T at the time) Power
Systems won the prestigious 1992 Deming
Prize, Japan's award/recognition for total
quality, its revenue remained virtually flat
through 1995. During this same period, the
industry enjoyed double-digit growth.  In
addition, only 20% of Power Systems rev-
enue came from new products and more
than 80% of the first shipped new products
were being returned by customers as defec-
tive. As a result, morale was low and senior
management was making most of the deci-
sions in reaction to customer/market con-
cerns and problems.

Furthermore, an earlier (1988-1990) move
of personnel from the Bell Laboratories in
New Jersey to Power Systems headquarters
in Texas had seriously damaged morale.
The totally different cultures – that of the lab-
oratory environment and that of the produc-
tion facility – had not mixed well.

Viewing the situation at Power Systems in
1995, the outstanding reputation of Bell
Labs (many employees still carry the Bell
Labs logo on employee badges) was attract-
ing the best people, and the receipt of the
Deming Prize had added to company pride.
However, the drive to win the Prize had
exacted a harsh toll, creating a cumbersome
bureaucracy in that everything was highly
"metricized" and overly focused on paper-
work rather than on growth.

More time was spent in filling out forms and
putting together charts and reports than in
analyzing and proactively correcting prob-
lems or identifying and exploiting opportuni-
ties.  Ironically, in going after the prize, the
business had lost sight of what the prize
actually was intended to generate – to
improve business results.

Several problems that existed at least
through 1995 in the areas of strategy, 
practices and behaviors were identified.  

How Lucent Power Systems
Improved Innovation 
and Raised the Bottom Line
The Alliance for Technology Management
sponsored a study of U.S. corporations
renowned for their high rates of innova-
tion in the early 1990s. Two of the current
authors, Jack McGourty and Lem Tarshis,
were principal investigators. The study
had two objectives: (1) to identify the fac-
tors that differentiate high innovators from
lesser ones; and (2) to develop a model
that would guide innovation efforts to
improve business results. Results of the
study were published in 1994.

by Jack McGourty, Lemuel Tarshis, and Robert Huljak

Continued on next page
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The most important were:

• Business goals were confused.
Management, which had been focused on
quality with little emphasis on revenue
growth, had inadequately spread the
word that growth was now the new 
strategy. 

• There was little, if any, advocacy for new
ideas.  Most decisions were being made
at the top of the organization, and no real
empowerment existed.  
As a result, people would not take risks
due to a fear -- real or perceived -- of
being punished.  

• Collaboration across functions was virtual-
ly non-existent.  There was a major
emphasis on individual technical activities.

• Leadership was confusing its goal direc-
tion by not prioritizing work, which creat-
ed extensive multi-tasking and turmoil for
the organization.  There was a long list of
desired product developments and the list
kept changing constantly.  People were
working on everything, and not concen-
trating on what was important or critical.

As a result of these factors, employees said,
the division had not been innovative and its
stagnant business was clearly reflecting that.

New management, coming in mid-1995,
was aware of the Alliance Innovation Model
and wanted to use it to make some changes.
As part of their efforts, management spon-
sored an initial benchmarking of the organi-
zation in 1995 against the best-of-breed
sample, using the Innovation Model. 
The results (shown on Figure 4, discussed
below), corroborated the problems cited
above.

Basic Principles of the Alliance
Innovation Model ( Figure 1)

Before illustrating its application to the
Power Systems business, let us review the
primary tenets of the Alliance Innovation
Model:

• Organic growth is highly dependent on
innovation, the process of expeditiously
introducing high quality new products at
targeted costs.

• Sustained innovation, in turn, depends on
key individual employee behaviors that
translate into innovation-related results.
Specifically, the Model identifies four dis-
tinct behavioral dimensions (Inquisitive,
Collaborative, Advocative, and Goal-

directed), common to all leaders in innova-
tion (see Figure 2).

• An organization’s history, strategy, policies
and practices directly influence these
behaviors.  By identifying and describing
these elements, the Model makes the
process of innovation finite and 
quantitative.

• All of the elements just mentioned are
interrelated and part of a system that
determines innovative output.  Each ele-
ment can have a positive or negative
impact on the others.  Through understand-
ing and monitoring these elements, an
organization can create an environment
that fosters innovation and ultimately attain
growth objectives.

Figure 1. The Alliance Innovation Model
(McGourty & Tarshis 1994, 1996, 2000)

In an era of increasing competi-
tion and rapid change, skill at
innovation is a major factor in
attaining and keeping a competi-
tive edge. The SATM Innovation
Model, illustrated here, serves as
a guide to an innovation improve-
ment program.

The model is drawn from the expe-
rience of companies renowned for
gener-ating large numbers of new
ideas leading to commer-cially suc-
cessful innovations. An extensive
survey of 14 best of breed corpo-
rations widely recognized as lead-
ers in innovation, along with sub-
stantial additional re-search, identi-
fied the factors responsible for these companies’ success and produced a model for 
innovation.

The model depicts the inter-relationship of five primary components affecting innovation.

It focuses on key individual behaviors that translate into innovation-related activities.
Previous emphases in the literature on personality traits, which are not readily observable
and are difficult to measure, have been replaced by these behaviors, which can be meas-
ured and provide a much clearer map for organizational change.

A corporation’s culture plays a powerful role as social influence within the organization. It
informs people explicitly and implicitly of what is or isn’t important and expected. It helps
to define norms and behavioral patterns. Innovative behavior by individuals is a function
of the extent to which that type of behavior is expected, valued and supported by the
organization.

The present-day operations of an organization are greatly influenced by past events and
history. Such past events include actions or behaviors by founders and other key leaders
and the evolution of the organization’s core values and behavioral norms. A company’s
history can have a significant influence on contemporary culture and must be considered
when attempting to assess and improve an organization’s ability to innovate.

Strategic direction and organizational practices are controllable influences that play a
major role in determining an organization’s culture. Exemplary organizations systematical-
ly translate a clear and aggressive strategy into specific organizational practices that
encourage innovation and exploitation.

By understanding and managing each of these inter-connected elements, a corporation
can create an environment that fosters innovation and can ultimately join the ranks of
those who are already best of breed innovators.
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How Power Systems 
Applied the Model  

1995-1997

In 1995, management launched an effort to
improve and increase product innovation --
output from product development -- in order
to achieve total revenue growth. The new
General Manager laid out new business
objectives:

• Refocus on business growth
• Achieve a higher rate of throughput, get-

ting from concept to market  more quickly
• Reduce product development 

cycle time 
• Accomplish the above without adding a

lot of staff
• Create an enthusiastic "pull" rather then

"push" environment throughout their stage-
gate Product Realization Process (PRP), to
encourage innovation.

During the two years that followed, using the
Alliance Innovation Model as a guide for
defining appropriate efforts, business man-
agement made it clearly known that the
main goal of the business was growth.
Additionally, they started to streamline the
PRP and make it more user-friendly.

Contrary to an initial hypothesis that the
product development process was the cause
of the company’s limited success with new
product introductions, the process itself was
independently assessed as being excellent,
on paper.  What was wrong was that the
process was not being properly employed.
Instead, it was being used in a manner simi-
lar to how Total Quality Management (TQM)
has been practiced -- emphasizing form over
function.

In the bureaucratic environment that pre-
vailed, employees were using PRP more as a
rule than a tool, dotting all the i’s, crossing
all the t’s and doing everything the written
guidelines stated, failing to recognize that
the goal was commercialization rather than
process execution.  They had developed risk-
aversion (non-advocative) and self-protecting
behaviors.  They were generating papers
instead of ideas, completing forms instead of
developing products. To illustrate, one prod-
uct manager displayed a stack of papers as
high as a conference table!  These were the
actual papers that had to be signed off on,
even though the project was a small and
simple one.

Between 1995 and 1997, the division

began to experience some positive results as
patent rates, revenue from new products and
total revenue all increased.  The organiza-
tion attributed these results to having stated
the new growth objective and to newly struc-
tured product development teams utilizing a
streamlined Product Realization Process.

Despite its stated growth objective, however,
the organization was not yet really commit-
ted to growth and was not following through
on recommended actions defined by the
Innovation Model.  This was shown by a
second assessment in 1997 using the
Innovation Model, as discussed below.
Management seemed especially tentative
about tackling some of the fundamental
advanced behavioral aspects as prescribed
by the Model.  Virtually all of the innovation
efforts languished, with only the PRP stream-
lining taking permanent hold.

1997 - 2000

In 1997, the third author of this article, Bob
Huljak, joined the Power Systems division as
Chief Technology Officer (CTO).  He real-
ized that, like most companies, Power
Systems would require shorter and continu-
ously improving product development cycles
to achieve aggressive growth targets in a
rapidly changing and highly competitive
marketplace.  

He was familiar with the SATM Innovation
Model and was also aware of the compa-
ny’s limited success in using it to date. He
believed it would be productive for the com-
pany to initiate new efforts to employ the
Innovation Model, backed by a strong com-
mitment from senior management, to
improve innovation.  He became the advo-
cate/champion for innovation activities.

The new effort began with a reassessment of
the environment using the Innovation Model
survey, which indicated that the Power
Systems culture had improved somewhat
since 1995, along with the business results.
In addition, the company was having limited
success with empowerment, as evidenced by
a somewhat greater number of issues being
resolved by the product development teams.
However, the culture, as measured by the
innovation assessment, still was not satisfac-
tory and much more had to be accom-
plished in terms of bottom line results.

The new CTO looked again at the model.
To develop a particular behavioral environ-
ment or culture, the model suggests looking

Figure 2. Key Behaviors Needed to
Produce a Continual Flow of Creativity
SATM Innovation Model (McGourty &
Tarshis 1994, 1996, 2000)

A company can raise its level of innovation
by fostering specific individual behaviors in
its employees. This research identified four
distinct behavior patterns – and the specific
individual behaviors listed below – that are
common to all leaders in innovation.

Inquisitiveness
• Search purposefully for useful new 

ideas and technologies.
• Challenge each other’s ideas in a 

constructive way.
• Search for and incorporate diverse 

points of view.
• Seek information from expert sources 

outside the organization.
• Continuously experiment with new 

ways of doing things.

Advocating New Ideas
• Encourage and support the ideas of 

fellow associates.
• Challenge the status quo.
• Pursue ideas despite risks.
• Champion new ideas by promoting them.
• Use failure as a way to develop 

new ideas.

Collaboration
• Facilitate and encourage informal 

relationships across the company.
• Encourage constructive conflict while

deliberating over new ideas.
• Downplay status differences and 

encourage input from junior associates.
• Collaborate with associates outside 

their own functional area.
• Collaborate with people outside the 

company.

Goal-Directedness
• Work toward specific technological 

goals and objectives.
• Guide work with both technological 

and business goals in mind.
• Screen ideas in relation to established

technologies and business objectives.
• Create action plans and timetables to

ensure technology/business goals 
are met.

• Actively monitor progress to ensure that
technology/business goals are achieved.

Continued on next page
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at gaps in management practices and focus-
ing on those that are likely to have the most
impact on innovation.  The gaps can be
defined by benchmarking with best-of-breed
data (the results of the earlier research) as
well as by innovative thinking based on
insight gained from prior experience.  Both
techniques were used at Power Systems to
describe new practices intended to develop
desired behaviors.

Focus on Behavior: Two
Examples – Goal Directedness
and Collaboration  
Goal Directed 

To improve its innovation and bottom line,
management decided that they would need
to change its excessive focus on total quality
management programs (initiated earlier by
the quest for the Deming Prize) to one of
dynamic growth.  About this same time in
1997, the organization had another change
in top management, a new general manag-
er, Bruce Brock.  He called for strong, dra-
matic and clearly defined growth with a
vision, executed by a business team commit-
ted to new product development.

The business team began working on the
front-end process, better defining, from a
business perspective, what products needed
to be developed.  They focused on prioritiza-
tion, deciding what it was their organization
really should work on and in what order of
priority.  Priorities were made clear to
employees and efforts were made not to
change them too frequently.

The Product Realization Process was further
simplified, utilizing a small number of gates
with clearly defined expectations as check-
points between empowered teams and man-
agement.  These gates ensured congruence
between customers’ and management’s
defined needs and product development
activities.

To further develop the desired behaviors for
innovation, senior management issued a for-
mal statement of operating principles for
product development.  This philosophy was
explained to product development teams as
the way management expected the process
to function.  It consisted of eight operating
guidelines aimed at reducing dependency
on: measurements, management involvement
except where needed, and process.  
The general philosophy included:   

• Treat a product development project as it
if were your own business.

• Think about a project from the customer’s
perspective, the real essence of TQM that
had somehow been lost.

• Focus on overall project success, not indi-
vidual functional metrics. 

• Manage risk to an acceptable level. This
recognizes that high innovators, who are
advocates of new ideas, constantly chal-
lenge the status quo and pursue ideas
despite risk.

• Use PRP as a tool, not a rigid set of
absolute requirements or rules. Skip non-
applicable tasks, but add any that are
needed.  Do not do anything in a pre-
scribed order if it does not make sense.

• Product development teams should man-
age the project to meet gate expectations
and team members should ensure comple-
tion of functional tasks.

• Complete activities between gates without
management intervention, as long as hard-
to-resolve issues are brought to its attention
in a timely manner.

• Urge the continuing collaboration between
engineering and manufacturing, from proj-
ect start to completion.

These principles were given to everyone in
the division.  They also became part of the
orientation package for new employees, 
outlining to all the culture that Power Systems
was striving to achieve.

The division renewed its focus on its defini-
tion of innovation; growing more products
internally, getting them to market at target
costs more quickly and with higher quality.
The commitment by senior management had
now been made at last.

Collaboration

One of the major
efforts between
1997 and 2000
was to effect true
empowerment of
product develop-
ment teams.  This
was accom-
plished by
strengthening the
membership of
the groups, mak-
ing sure that each
team consisted of
committed repre-
sentatives from all
appropriate func-
tions responsible

for product development.  Between gates,
the periodic checkpoints for reviewing
progress with senior management, each
team was responsible for carrying out devel-
opment without management intervention --
unless it was required and requested. 

Project managers, empowered to use the
Product Realization Process as appropriate
and to reduce the amount of management
involvement, led the teams. More decisions,
therefore, were being made at a lower orga-
nizational level.  However, it was deter-
mined that greater functional skills were
needed by some the members of the teams.

For 18 months, management reorganized
into functional units, including a discrete
project management group.  The idea was
that employees who needed greater expert-
ise would be more likely to do so in a func-
tional organization. 

When it was discovered, for example, that
many project managers were not expert
enough in leading teams or taking the
required responsibility, the organization start-
ed appropriate training. The skill gaps rela-
tive to the desired competency levels were
identified to determine training/development
needs for individual project managers. 

A recommended self-evaluation model said,
in effect "Here’s what the business needs from
a project manager and here’s where you are
today."  If an employee found himself weak
in team leadership, for example, it would be
his responsibility to define the needed educa-
tion, and management’s responsibility to pro-
vide it.  The company, which has a tremen-
dous capability for training people, intro-
duced and improved programs to help devel-
op the required expertise. 
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Figure 3. Lucent Power Systems Behavioral Trends



Results

By the end of 1999 and through 2000, the
Power Systems division reported spectacular
results from its efforts to improve innovation
and business results.  A third review, in early
2000, of organizational behaviors and prac-
tices, using the Innovation Model survey,
showed that, over a five-year period, they
had made strong progress in approaching
the behavioral levels of the highest innovators
of the initial Alliance study (Figure 3).  Power
Systems had made remarkable progress in all
four behavioral dimensions defined by the
Alliance Innovation Model.  They had gained
in the areas of inquisitiveness, advocacy for
new ideas and collaboration. They had also
seen a decline in goal-directedness, a positive
sign that they had become less rigid and less
dependent on forms. 

These measurable changes in behavior,
which are prescribed by the Innovation
Model as indicators of an increase in inno-
vation, were echoed in a dramatic increase
in bottom-line results by the end of 2000:

• Total revenue grew 300%. (Figure 4)

• Revenues from new products more than
doubled, from 22% to the 50% level
(Figure 4).  Management believed that
50% of revenue from new products is opti-
mal for their organically-growing business.

• The number of new products introduced
went from fewer than 80 in 1995 to
almost 200 in 2000. 

• The percent of new products being returned
early in product life declined from over
80% in 1995 to well under 20% in 2000.
Power Systems is now realizing the quality
level for new products shipped that had
long been the goal.

• Over the five-year period, the division
experienced a 900% increase in patent
disclosures and a 450% increase in
patents granted. (see Figure 5)

• All this has been accomplished with a small
increase in personnel, less than 6% per
year in the development area. This increase
in employees also included the staffing of
new European and Asian design centers,
which had not existed in 1995.

Conclusions

The results of the Power Systems innovation
project prove that management cannot sim-
ply put goals on paper and expect to
achieve them. Nor can it take just one kind
of action -- such as increasing employee
rewards for patent filings -- and expect that
it, alone, will accomplish the objectives. 

Innovation is based on an inter-related sys-
tem of organizational practices and behav-
iors. Power Systems has demonstrated that
management can effect a change in culture
and can see positive results in as little as two
years by following a systems approach, such
as that embodied in the Alliance Innovation
Model.  A business can accomplish innova-
tion if it encourages a particular culture, and
the way to develop a particular culture is
through the practices put in place.

The key to success is a commitment by sen-
ior management.  The first effort at improv-
ing innovation at Power Systems did not
have the commitment and did not achieve
the desired results.  When the current man-
agement became a champion of the effort,
however, it succeeded.  ■
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A High Quality 
New Product Process

A high quality new product process
increased new product success rates by
almost 40% and the meeting of profit objec-
tives by 88%! Note that merely having a
formal new product process had no impact
whatsoever; it was the nature of the process
- what ingredients were built in and the con-
scientious implementation of the process -
that made all the difference. Many of these
winning ingredients focused on the fuzzy
front end of the process.

1. Successful businesses emphasize the
up-front homework steps in the
process - both market and technical
assessments - before projects move
into the Development phase.

Too many projects move from the idea
stage right into Development with little or
no assessment or up-front homework: a
"ready, fire, aim" approach. The results are
usually disastrous: inadequate up-front
homework was a major failure reason. 
By contrast, solid up-front homework drove
up new product success rates by 43 per-
centage points and was strongly correlated
with performance. Projects which boasted
solid up-front homework achieved 2.4 times
the success rate and 2.2 times the market
share as those with poor home work,
according to our studies of hundreds of
new product projects. More evidence: 
The benchmarking study revealed that
homework is a key ingredient in a high
quality new product process, and was sig-
nificantly and positively correlated with the
two performance dimensions, namely 
profitability as well as impact of the firm’s
total new product efforts.

A paucity of homework seems to be the rule
in product development, however. Indeed,
the benchmarking study gauged the mean
quality score on this ingredient to be a very
mediocre 57.5 points out of 100. (Note: in
the benchmarking study, firms rated their
proficiencies on each of the performance
drivers on a 0 to 100 point scale; here 100
was "excellent" and 0 meant "very poor").
Similarly, in the projects studies, quality of
execution was rated (0-10) for each of 13
key tasks.

The results:

• quality of execution across homework
or pre-development tasks was mediocre
at best (quality ratings of 5.35 and
5.93 out of ten for the two projects
studies); and

• successful teams undertook superior up-
front home work (more time, money
and effort; also better quality work)
and executed the early-stage marketing
actions much better than did failure
teams.

Message: The fuzzy front end is perhaps
the weakest facet of the entire new product
process; yet it appears to decide success or
failure. So build a detailed homework stage
(or two) into your new product process - a
homework phase which results in a business
case based on facts rather than speculation.
Insist that solid up-front homework be under-
taken, and ensure that no significant project
enters the Development stage missing this
vital homework.

2. Sharp, early product definition,
before Development work begins, is
one result of strong up-front home
work, and is another common
denominator of successful businesses
and projects.

A failure to define the product - its target
market; the concept, benefits and position-
ing; and its requirements, features and
specs - before Development begins is a
major cause of both new product failure
and serious delays in time-to-market. In spite

New Products:
Managing the Fuzzy Front End 

Introduction
The new product game is won or lost in its first five plays. Simply put, the front end of
the new product process makes or breaks the new product project: Those activities which
precede the Development phase - the up-front homework or fuzzy front end - are pivotal
activities, strongly correlated with the eventual outcomes of projects. But firms typically
devote very little time, money and effort to these early stages, which may account for the
unacceptably high failure and kill rates in product development. These were some of the
provocative findings of our studies of new product success factors.

High performing businesses in product development had three common denominators:
• a high quality new product process:

• a defined new product strategy; and

• sufficient new product resources; 
according to our recent benchmarking study of 161 business units. Strategy is a well-
known critical success factor: having a product innovation strategy for the business which
ties product development to the business’s strategy and goals; which identifies arenas of
focus for product development; which has a longer term thrust; and which is clearly
enunciated to all in the business. Sufficient spending and resources is yet another famil-
iar success factor:  having the necessary people and R&D spending in place.
According to our investigation, however, process has the strongest impact on the busi-
ness’s new product performance - specifically, having a high quality new product process
with a proficient front end, and with certain key ingredients built in, was the number one
driver of performance.

by Robert G. Cooper
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of the fact that early product definition is
consistently cited as a key to success, firms
continue to perform poorly here: the bench-
marking study revealed a modest mean
score for the product definition step of 66.8
points out of 100 - hardly stellar perform-
ance. More importantly, this same study
found that sharp, early product definition
was significantly correlated with both the
profitability and the impact of the firm’s
total new product efforts. In a similar vein,
the projects studies discovered a very
strong impact of product definition on 
performance: sharp, early product defini-
tion enhanced project success rates by 59

percentage points. Such well-defined proj-
ects had 3.7 times the success rate and 1.6
times the market share as those which
lacked definition; and product definition
was significantly and strongly correlated
with profit performance.

Message: Sharp, early product definition
follows from solid homework (above). This
definition includes:

• the target market;

• the product concept, benefits to be
delivered, and positioning strategy;
and

• the product’s requirements and high
level specifications.

Make it a rule:  no project enters
Development without a product definition,
agreed to by the project team, based on
solid homework and facts, and signed off
by senior management.

Sharp product definition is important for
three reasons:

• First, it serves as one check that the
homework is done - that the front end
work is proficient. Try getting a sharp
product definition, and signed off by
both management and all project team
members, without solid homework - it
can’t be done!

• Second, product definition provides
clear targets for the technical people

on the project team. A major time
waster uncovered in the projects study
was changing product specs; lacking a
solid definition of the product, the
development team chased moving goal
posts, which in turn meant lower suc-
cess rates and longer times to market.

• Finally, a clearly defined product prior
to the beginning of Development,
signed off by management, means that
there is functional alignment - that R&D,
Marketing, Sales and Manufacturing 
all see the product and project the
same way.

3. Successful businesses and projects 
emphasize a strong market orienta-
tion, and build in the voice of the cus-
tomer throughout.

Successful business units, and teams which
drive winning new product projects, pay
special attention to the voice of the cus-
tomer. New product projects which featured
high quality marketing actions - preliminary
and detailed market studies, customer tests,
field trials and test markets, as well as
launch - achieved more than double the suc-
cess rate and 70% higher market shares
than those projects with poor marketing

actions. Further, a strong market orientation
increased success rates by 38 percentage
points and was strongly correlated with
new product performance (projects study).
In the bench- marking study, a new product
process which emphasized the customer
and marketplace via market studies, market
research, concept tests, competitive analy-

sis, customer field trials etc., was significant-
ly correlated with profitability of the busi-
ness unit’s total new product efforts.

A market orientation and customer focus
was notice ably lacking in many firm’s new
product projects. Marketing actions were
among the most weakly executed in the
entire new product process, according to
our studies, especially those in the early
stages or fuzzy front end. The mean quality-
of-execution rating for marketing tasks was
a dismal 5.61 out of ten in the chemical
projects study and 6.22 out of ten for all
industrial products. Further, building in the
voice of the customer was rated a mediocre
61 points out of 100 in the benchmarking
study.

Message: Spare no effort in building the
customer or user into your new product
process. This means right from the begin-
ning of the process, namely ideation: seven-
ty-five percent of all successful new products
saw the new product idea come from the
marketplace. So focus on the customer to
identify needs and wants and to solicit new
product ideas. Next, the customer must be
an input into product design, and not just an
after-the-fact check that the de sign is satis-
factory. Where market research was done
at all in the front end of projects, we
observed that it tended to be mostly of 
two types:

• research to characterize the market -
for example, to determine market size,
growth and pricing; to define seg-
ments; and to assess the com petition;
and

• concept testing - research which pre-
sented the proposed product concept to
the user/customer, and gauged interest
and purchase intent.

Both are valuable studies, and should be a
key facet of the early stage activities in any
project. But if these two are the only types

...process has the strongest impact on the business’s 
new product performance - specifically, having a high quality

new product process with a proficient front end,
and with certain key ingredients built in,

was the number one driver of performance.

A high quality new product process increased 

new product success rates by almost 40% and the meeting of

profit objectives by 88%! 

Continued on next page
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of studies which you do, then your compa-
ny is missing perhaps the most important
market study of all: "the user needs-and-
wants study". The latter determines exactly
what the ideal product should be in order 
to delight the customer. It fleshes out an
idea into a winning product concept; and 
it is here where you amplify ordinary ideas
and translate them into great product 
concepts.

The challenge is that this needs-and-wants
study is perhaps the most difficult of all to
do: it means face- to-face interviews and in-
depth discussion with potential
customers/users; moving beyond conversa-
tion and right into the customer’s use system
(e.g., spend time in your customer’s opera-
tion; observe; don’t talk... listen; and
immerse yourself); working with many cus-
tomers and many people per customer;
moving down the value chain to your cus-

tomer’s customer; and using very knowl-
edgeable people to undertake the research
(for example, both a technical person and
a marketing/sales person to conduct the
interviews together).

4. Successful businesses build in tough
Go/Kill decision points in the
process, where projects really do 
get killed.

Too many projects tend to get a life of their
own! In the benchmarked companies, proj-
ects moved too far down the process with-
out serious scrutiny: once a project began,
there was very little chance that it would
ever be killed - the process was more like a
tunnel rather than a funnel. The lack of
tough Go/Kill decision points meant:  too
many product failures; resources wasted on
the wrong projects; and a lack of focus.
The result was many marginal projects
underway, while the truly meritorious 
projects were starved.

A new product process which features
tough Go/Kill decisions is a critical but
often missing success ingredient. Having
tough Go/Kill decisions was strongly corre-
lated with the profitability of new product
efforts. Sadly, this ingredient - tough
Go/Kill decision points - was the weakest
ingredient of all process ingredients studied,
with a score of 49.0 points of out 100
across all firms. The front end screens were
noticeably weak: in one of the projects stud-
ies, for 88% of projects studied, the initial
screen was judged as deficient; and 37%
of projects did not even undergo a pre-
Development business or financial analysis.
Most of the critical Go/Kill evaluation
points were characterized by serious weak-
nesses: decisions not made, little or no real
prioritization, poor information inputs, no
criteria for decisions, and inconsistent or
capricious decision-making.

Message:  A gating mechanism, featuring a
series of rigorous Go/Kill decision points or
"gates" throughout the process, is essential.
The goal is to move from a tunneling
process - where projects are rarely killed - to
a funneling process - where mediocre proj-
ects are screened out at each gate, ideally
in the earlier stages; and resources are
focused on the truly meritorious projects.
The goal is an integrated portfolio manage-
ment process featuring rigorous gates to
scrutinize individual projects, and portfolio
reviews to oversee the entire portfolio of
projects.

5. The most profitable projects built in
product superiority: a unique superior
product, which delivered unique ben-
efits and better value for the user.

Successful businesses focus on new prod-
ucts which are differentiated, offer unique
benefits to customers, and are excellent
value for money for customers. Surprisingly,

many companies failed to address this one
vital success ingredient in their new product
processes. Yet, countless success/failure
studies reveal this to be the overriding suc-
cess factor: in our projects studies, such
superior products had five times the success
rate, over four times the market share, and
four times the profitability as products lack-
ing this ingredient.

Very few firms can point to specific facets
of their new product processes which
emphasize this success ingredient. Often
"product superiority" or "sustainable com-
petitive advantage gained via the product"
are noticeably absent as project selection cri-
teria. Rarely are steps deliberately built into
the process that encourage the design and
delivery of such superior products (indeed,
quite the reverse is true: the preoccupation
with cycle time reduction and the tendency
to favor simple, inexpensive projects actual-
ly penalizes projects which lead to product
superiority).

Product superiority - delivering differentiated
products which promise unique benefits and
superior value to customers - must be
emphasized throughout the new product
process, especially in the early stages. This
can be done by using elements of product
superiority as key screening criteria at
Go/Kill gates, and also by demanding that
certain actions be included in the process -
actions such as user needs-and-wants
studies, constant iterations with users during
Development, and user preference tests - to
ensure that product superiority becomes a
goal of the project team.

What Top Performers Do

What should the fuzzy front end comprise?
Here are some actions which successful
businesses and project teams built into the
early stages of a new product project in
order to realize the five success factors out
lined above:

1. Solid up-front homework means building
in a "first cut" or preliminary investigation
stage, involving:

- A preliminary market assessment: a
quick scoping of the marketplace to
assess market existence, probable
market size, and expected product
customers and users. Conduct to
determine customer needs, wants
and preferences; product perform-

Spare no effort in building the customer or user into your new

product process. This means right from the beginning of the

process, namely ideation: seventy-five percent of all 

successful new products saw the new product idea come from

the marketplace. So focus on the customer to identify

needs and wants and to solicit new product ideas.
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ance requirements; and a definition
of the customer’s wish list
(described in item 3 above).

- value-in-use study: assessment of the
customer’s economics - what eco-
nomic value the product will bring
to the customer (this often involves
an in-depth look at the customer’s
use system, the current solution, and
various cost drivers).

- competitive analysis: a detailed
look at competitors’ products, pric-
ing, bases of competing, and per-
formance (e.g., share and prof-
itability).

- concept tests: a testing of the pro-
posed product (in concept or proto-
type form) to gauge interest, liking
and purchase intent (and an esti-
mate of expected sales); also price
sensitivity

2. Detailed technical assessment: a more
thought-out technical activity to prove
technical feasibility, identify the likely
technical solution, deal with technical
risks, assess manufacturability (route,
costs and probable capital require-
ments), and deal with safety, health,
legal and regulatory issues. This usually
involves some physical technical work,
such as lab work, modeling, or the
development of a crude working model
or prototype.

3. Building the Business Case: this defines
the business proposition and product,
provides the justification for the project
(the business rationale for the new prod-
uct), and maps out the action plan
through to Launch. Tasks here include
detailed financial analysis and business
risk assessment.

One Solution: Stage-Gate™
Processes

Numerous firms have implemented Stage-
Gate™ processes in order to build best
practices into their new product process,
particularly in the earlier stages. A Stage-
Gate process is simply a template or
roadmap for driving new product projects
from idea through to launch and beyond. 
It breaks the product innovation process
into stages - typically five or six - with each

stage comprising a set of parallel, cross-
functional and prescribed activities.

Between stages are gates: these gates are
quality control check points in the process;
they open or close the door for projects to
move to the next stage. Here senior man-
agement meets with the project team to
decide on the merits of the project, and
whether or not it should receive funding or
resources for the next stage. Each gate has
a pre-defined set of deliverables: the infor-
mation that is required to make the Go/Kill
decision to the next stage. Each gate also
features a list of criteria, against which the
project is scored in order to make the
Go/Kill and prioritization decisions.

Sounds simple, but stage-gate processes are
much more complex than the brief descrip-
tion above implies:

• Each stage specifies the required
actions, including the details on how to
do each task as well as various best
practices. These stages thus prescribe
the play-by-play game plan, which, if
adhered to by the team and leader,
maximizes chances for success.

• The gates make the process work: by
specifying the deliverables or the
desired results of each stage, they
make expectations for project teams
and leaders crystal clear. Gates mean
tough Go! Kill and prioritization deci-
sions based on solid criteria, so that
the truly meritorious projects are fund-
ed, and the mediocre ones screened
out.

Achieving a steady stream of successful
new products and reducing times-to-market
remain elusive goals. For results, look to the
fuzzy front end of the process, for it is here
where success and failure are often decid-
ed. Consider implementing a Stage-Gate
new product process which builds the nec-

essary up-front home work, as well as the
other critical success factors out lined
above, into your process by design, rather
than by accident!  ■
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Introduction

It’s useful at the start to define the words "product" and "innovation" as used in this paper.
By "products" we mean new opportunities in the broadest sense, embracing physical prod-
ucts, processes, software, systems, services, and applications.  "Innovation" is the process
through which ideas are generated and developed into successful new products. 

Product innovation processes typically provide for discrete decision points at intermediate
stages along the path from opportunity conception to commercial implementation.  These
interim decision points are commonly referred to as gates.  Indeed, the Stage-Gate process
for product innovation, originated and championed vigorously by Bob Cooper, emphasizes
the importance of these intermediate decision points in its name.

The generic Stage-Gate process has been described extensively in the literature, so it is
unnecessary to go into detail here.  A brief extract from Cooper’s 1997 article which
appears in this publication is sufficient to set the stage for our discussion:

"A Stage-Gate process …. breaks the product innovation process into stages -- typi-
cally five or six -- with each stage comprising a set of parallel, cross-functional and
prescribed activities.  Between stages are gates: these gates are quality control
checkpoints in the process; they open or close the door for projects to move to the
next stage.  Here senior management meets with the project team to decide on the
merits of the project, and whether or not it should receive funding or resources for
the next stage.  Each gate has a pre-defined set of deliverables: the information
that is required to make the Go/Kill decision to the next stage.  Each gate also fea-
tures a list of criteria, against which the project is scored in order to make the
Go/Kill and prioritization decisions."

Whether they employ formal Stage-Gate processes or not, many organizations utilize inno-
vation processes that embrace similar concepts, especially intermediate decision "gates".
And, whatever the process they employ, every organization has "gatekeepers" -- leaders
whose approval is required before resources, initial or continuing, can be expended. 

The term "gate" while descriptive, has however, contributed to a somewhat narrow and limit-
ing definition of gatekeeping.  Since a gate is an interim decision point on the innovation
path, this has resulted in a tendency in some organizations to think of gatekeepers as simply

Effective Gatekeeping 
in New Product Development
Every organization concerned with innovation is striving to bring new products to market
faster, at lower cost, and with higher probability of commercial success.  The literature is full
of prescriptions for achieving these three, often conflicting, objectives.  One finds repeated
references to such concepts as fast cycle time analysis, concurrent engineering, cross-func-
tional teams, voice of the customer, use of systematic processes, etc.  

"Gatekeeping" is a relatively new term in the lexicon of product innovation.  It will be
explained clearly below.  It has become very apparent that a key factor distinguishing 
"best-of-breed" organizations from the rest, in terms of the results achieved from their 
product innovation activities, lies in their use of effective gatekeeping practices.  

This paper summarizes the principles of effective gatekeeping.  While this compilation of
"best practices" draws upon insights gained from many organizations, I am most indebted
to ExxonMobil Chemical Company, an exemplary practitioner whose Innovation Process
embodies most of the principles outlined here.  I am also indebted to Robert Cooper for the
many insights he has provided over the years.

by Lawrence Gastwirt

decision-makers, or judges, at discrete points
during the project evolution, and to think of
gatekeeping as simply decision-making at
these points in time.

Decision-making is obviously an important
component of gatekeeping.  In an effective
innovation process, however, gatekeeping is
invested with a much richer meaning than just
decision-making.  As discussed here, effective
gatekeeping involves, in addition, many facil-
itating activities, most of which take place
external to gatekeeping meetings.  These
activities take place continually during the
execution of stage activities, as well as after
the gate decisions have been made. 

It is thus more useful to think of gatekeeping
as the facilitating mechanism – the leadership
practices and behaviors – that enables proj-
ect teams to move good projects forward to
rapid and effective commercialization. This
paper attempts to provide a fuller apprecia-
tion of the elements of effective gatekeeping
in terms of such practices and behaviors:
gatekeeper responsibilities, norms of gate-
keeper behavior, selection of gatekeepers,
and conduct of gatekeeping meetings.

Responsibilities of Gatekeepers

Innovation is one of the most difficult endeav-
ors any organization undertakes. It helps
immeasurably if gatekeepers view themselves
as facilitators of innovation, whose ultimate
function is to facilitate the rapid progress of
the best projects along the path to commer-
cialization.  A corollary of this function is to
ensure that the less attractive projects – those
failing to meet agreed criteria – are terminat-
ed before they consume extensive resources,
so that the requisite resources can be dedicat-
ed to the most attractive projects.

Carrying out their function effectively entails
the following gatekeeper responsibilities:

• Establish, with the full involvement
of the project team, specific stage
deliverables and unambiguous gate
passage criteria, at the start of
stage activities. 
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This brief statement embodies several of
the most important aspects of the gate-
keeper’s job. Since gatekeepers will even-
tually decide whether to advance a proj-
ect, they need to come to grips early on
with what it will take to convince them.
This should be deliberated with the project
team, to ensure that all of the team’s wis-
dom is taken into account, and to achieve
their full commitment.  The criteria for suc-
cess should also be decided, as explicitly
as possible, before work commences, so
that the team’s effort is focused on the
issues that will impact the decision. This
advance planning requires a lot of effort,
but a lot less than could be wasted on
costly development of wrong things.  

• Maintain contact with each project
for which they have responsibility,
and mentor the project team dur-
ing execution. 

Despite the best planning, surprises --
good and bad -- will always happen as
new information comes in. New customer

inputs may call for tweaking of product
attributes, competitive activities may sug-
gest modifications in approach, etc.
Gatekeepers must thus be accessible to
project teams during the execution of
stage activities to review potential
changes in deliverables or criteria. Even
in the absence of mid-course corrections,
gatekeepers should be in contact to share
their wisdom and to ensure more informed
decisions.  

• Make timely, firm, and consistent
gate decisions.

Gatekeepers must make timely decisions:
good projects should not be allowed to
languish for want of resources, and poor-
er projects must be terminated as soon as
it becomes apparent that they will not
achieve the established criteria.  The deci-
sions should be clear and firm; killed proj-
ects must really be stopped so that
resources are freed for allocation to the
more promising ones.  Finally, gatekeeper

decisions should be consistent with the
pre-agreed success criteria.

• Set priorities among competing
projects.

Once a project has met the absolute crite-
ria for gate passage, the next decision is
a prioritization decision, taking into
account resource availability.  This
requires that the project be ranked rela-
tively against other projects competing for
resources, based upon an assessment of
project "value" relative to others.  This in
turn requires good knowledge of the com-
peting projects and some common bases
for comparison.

Since resources are never unlimited, the
best projects can be accelerated only if
the less promising ones are culled expedi-
tiously.  An effective prioritization or port-
folio management process is thus a critical
aspect of any product innovation process,
to keep the organization from fragmenting
resources.  

Gatekeepers must agree among them-
selves on the areas of strategic focus of
the business unit, and on the criteria that
will be applied to prioritize projects com-
peting for resources.  Once agreed upon,
the criteria must be applied consistently.

• Commit resources and ensure
implementation of the resourcing
decisions.

With the emphasis on resourcing the most
promising projects, resource commitment
is clearly a vital gatekeeper responsibility.
This has implications for the composition
and organizational level of gatekeeping
teams, as discussed in the section on gate-
keeper selection.

• Enlist appropriate gatekeepers for
the next gate meeting and secure
their participation during the next
stage.

Some organizations change compositions
of gatekeeping teams as the project

advances and resource commitments esca-
late (see section on gatekeeper selection).
Where this applies, gatekeepers are
responsible for enlisting their successors
when the project passes a gate.

• Communicate gatekeeping deci-
sions promptly to the project team
members, senior management as
appropriate, and other relevant
constituencies such as support
functions and customers.

• Execute and sign any prescribed
documentation.

A formal system of documentation is
required in any quality process, and many
processes prescribe forms to document
gatekeeping decisions, for example.

• Act as advocates of projects to
higher levels of management,
when their endorsement will ulti-
mately be required (see section on
gatekeeper selection).

• Ensure that projects do not exceed
approved budgets or schedules
without explicit authorization.

• Promote high standards of project
management effectiveness by
monitoring the quality of execu-
tion of the project deliverables
and providing feedback.

Consistent with the concept of continual
mentoring of the project team, this func-
tion should be carried out continuously.

• Promote high standards of execu-
tion of the innovation process.

This responsibility entails monitoring
process performance, recognizing exem-
plary application, communicating ideas
for improvement to the process owner,
and adhering to the norms of gatekeeeper
conduct (see below).

• And finally, as an overall responsi-
bility, facilitate project progress by
being alert for and helping the
project team overcome any poten-
tial obstacles to timely project
completion.

This is a formidable list. It invests gatekeep-
ing with a much richer function than simply
decision-making.  It is what the best gate-
keepers do to facilitate the progress of the
projects under their purview.

...a key factor distinguishing "best-of-breed" organizations
from the rest, in terms of the results achieved from their

product innovation activities, lies in their use of 
effective gatekeeping practices

Continued on next page
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Norms of Gatekeeper Conduct

As organizations progress toward more sys-
tematic innovation processes, the role of the
manager must evolve in parallel, from the
traditional judge/decision-maker role to the
coach/facilitator role embodied in the dis-
cussion of gatekeeper responsibilities.  
This often implies the need for a change in
behaviors.  Here are “norms of conduct"
that gatekeepers must work to cultivate in
order to fulfill their responsibilities 
effectively:

• Gatekeepers must put high priority
on their gatekeeping function and
ensure that they never become
bottlenecks to project progress.

Project progress should never be impeded
because of the failure of gatekeepers to
fulfill their responsibilities. Leaders must
make themselves available for mentoring,
decision-making, and facilitation as the
project team requires. If circumstances
make it impossible for a gatekeeper to 
fulfill his or her roles, the gatekeeper must
make a clear delegation of responsibility,
including the responsibility for gate 
decision-making.

• Gatekeepers should carry out their
coaching/facilitating roles without
crossing over the line of micro-
managing the details of project
execution.

• Gatekeepers should prepare them-
selves for gate meetings by study-
ing the relevant project material in
advance.

This is a courtesy that should prevail
whether or not an organization employs a
systematic process, but the institutionaliza-
tion of this norm of conduct becomes
especially important when a formal
process is employed.

• Gatekeepers must restrict their
inquiries to questions appropriate
to the specific deliverables of the
gate at hand.

A common trap for gatekeepers is to seek
more information than is warranted by the
stage of the project.  An aversion to risk is
common to the culture of many organiza-
tions, leading gatekeepers to seek out
details "before their time." Remember that
risk is being managed through the use of
the process, which breaks the innovation

path into discrete phases and intermediate
decision points before further resources
are authorized. 

• Gatekeeper decisions should be
disciplined and based on the pre-
agreed criteria, with no hidden 
criteria or last-minute raising of
the hurdles.

• Gatekeepers must work by the
"rules of the game," following the
company process and treating all
projects consistently, with no
favoring of "pet" projects.  

• Gatekeepers should understand
and act consistently with the 
principle that bringing a project to 
a rapid, efficient "no-go" decision
where appropriate represents a 
success.

Many projects do not deserve to be 
progressed, and the innovation process
must be viewed as a winnowing-out
process that focuses resources on the most
deserving. This can happen only if the
less attractive projects are terminated in a
timely manner.  Project teams need to look
at their projects objectively, and this
behavior must be reinforced by gatekeep-
er conduct.

• If gatekeepers become aware of 
a major weakness in the project,
they should inform the project
team immediately, and not wait
for the next gate meeting.

This is entirely consistent with the responsi-
bility of gatekeepers to act as ongoing
coaches and mentors concerned with
speeding up projects, as opposed to
judges at fixed milestones.

• Gatekeepers must support deci-
sions of the gatekeeping team.
Once the gatekeeping team
decides to continue, individual
gatekeepers must provide the
resources under their control.

Selection of Gatekeepers

Gatekeepers are stakeholders in the project,
typically managers representing the organi-
zational units involved with the execution
and commercial implementation of the proj-
ect. Since the tasks performed during each
project stage typically require the participa-
tion of several functions/organizations,
gatekeeping similarly requires cross-function-
al participation.

This introduces the concept of a gatekeep-
ing team, with team members representing
such functions as Technology, Marketing,
Product Management, and Manufacturing,
and perhaps others such as regional man-
agement, depending upon the project issues
and their importance.  The organizational
level of the gatekeepers is usually a function
of the magnitude and importance of the
project.

The fundamental principle in gatekeeper
selection is that gatekeepers must be able to
commit the human and capital resources
needed to successfully complete the next
stage (at least) of project activity. This princi-
ple often implies a change in the composi-
tion of the gatekeeping team sometime dur-
ing the project lifetime, with the organiza-
tional level of the gatekeepers escalating as

the project advances through the successive,
increasingly resource-intensive stages. 

On the other hand, some organizations find
it more effective to use an unchanging team
of relatively senior gatekeepers throughout
the life of the project.  This is often the case
in relatively flat organizations, and in
organizations working on fewer, larger proj-
ects.  Similarly, for major projects that will
eventually entail large resource commitments
in the late stages, an organization may elect
to employ higher gatekeeper levels at the
earlier gates than would be called for by
the lower resource levels involved.  This
approach enhances continuity between the
project team and the gatekeeping team and
minimizes the disruption that may be caused

As organizations progress toward more systematic 
innovation processes, the role of the manager must evolve in 

parallel, from the traditional judge/decision-maker role to the
coach/facilitator role...
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by a changeover.  It does, however, place a
greater burden on senior management.

Each organization needs to decide between
these two approaches, based upon its own
characteristics.  Whatever method is cho-
sen, the fundamental principle still applies:
gatekeepers must have the authority to com-
mit the resources needed to successfully
complete at least the next stage of the proj-
ect. If an organization elects to employ
changing gatekeeping teams as a project
advances, gatekeepers should nominate the
appropriate gatekeepers for the next gate at
the conclusion of each gate meeting, taking
into account the resource commitments that
will likely be entailed at the next gate and
the associated authority levels.

Many innovation projects require the invest-
ment of capital funds, sometimes during the
development stages and often prior to com-
mercial implementation.  Consistent with the
above principle, gatekeepers must be able
to commit these funds, along with the
human resources required.

Organizations generally have well-devel-
oped policies and processes for managing
their capital investments, including the speci-
fication of "gatekeepers" who must
approve/endorse the commitment of capital
investment dollars.  Where processes to
manage innovation intersect with processes
to manage capital investment, it is of course
essential that the processes meld smoothly.
An issue that arises in many companies is
that capital approval gatekeepers (for any
significant capital commitments) are often at
the very highest level of the organization,
sometimes at the president/executive vice
president level.

It is usually unrealistic to expect people at
this level to act as innovation project gate-
keepers, yet their endorsement is necessary
for the capital expenditure commitment.
When an individual having the appropriate
capital approval authority cannot be on the
gatekeeping team, he or she may delegate
authority to the gatekeeping team.  The ulti-
mate resolution lies in the recognition of the
distinction between approval/endorsement
and gatekeeping. It is up to the gatekeepers
to advocate the project to the ultimate capi-
tal approval authorities and secure their
endorsement of the necessary capital 
commitment.

Effective Gatekeeping Meetings

From the foregoing discussion, it should be
evident that effective gatekeeping meetings
are somewhat anti-climactic events. With
clear, up-front definition of the required
stage deliverables and the criteria for gate
passage, along with on-going mentoring of
the project team by the gatekeepers, there
should not be any surprises at gate meet-
ings. All involved with the project should
have a clear idea, in advance, whether the
absolute criteria for gate passage have
been met (although a project that meets the
pass criteria may have to be assigned a
"hold" decision temporarily because of non-
availability of resources, if relative priorities
place other projects ahead of it.)

Despite the expected absence of surprises,
formal gatekeeping meetings should be held
at the conclusion of the activities for each
stage. A formal meeting ensures that any
minority views have been considered and
any last minute issues resolved. Also, a for-
mal gatekeeping meeting has the important
value of marking progress toward commer-
cialization, or of bringing formal closure to
a low priority project.

In addition, the gatekeeping meeting 
provides the opportunity for the gatekeepers
to revisit the portfolio of projects under their
purview and consider whether the project
under consideration merits continued/addi-
tional resources in terms of its relative 
priority.

For projects that do not pass the gate –
which represent the majority of projects in
the early stages – the gatekeeping meeting
offers the opportunity to recognize an effi-
cient and timely project termination.  Such
decisions are vital if resources are to be
made available for assignment to the more
promising opportunities.  It is critical to the
success of the innovation process for project
teams to recognize that a kill decision has
been made, to understand why the kill deci-
sion was taken, and to appreciate that a
quality process, which has considered all of
their inputs, has operated to arrive at the
decision. The meeting thus contributes to
achieving organizational alignment behind
termination decisions, and helps people in
the often difficult task of "letting go" cleanly
and moving on to the next assignment.

Similarly, for projects that get the go-ahead
to move forward, the gate meeting affords
the opportunity for a formal celebration.  

It provides a clear demarcation between
stages, and ensures clear alignment
between the project team and the gatekeep-
ing team on the plans for the next stage and
the critical success factors for the project.

Some guidelines that will contribute
to effective gatekeeping meetings are
offered below: 

• Appoint a "lead gatekeeper," or chairper-
son of the gatekeeping team, to chair the
meeting and serve as the contact person for
administrative purposes during stage 
activities.

• Go ahead with a gatekeeping meeting only
if all the agreed deliverables are complete.
(A deliverable, of course, includes the
assessment that a critical project target is
unattainable, hence leading to a "kill" 
decision.)

• Ensure that all written materials document-
ing the achievement of the deliverables –
technical reports, marketing studies, free-
dom of operation assessments, etc. – are in
the hands of the gatekeepers sufficiently in
advance of the meeting date to permit 
adequate time for review.

• Adopt a standard meeting format and stick
to it.  This might include, for example, the
project team being given an uninterrupted
period of time at the beginning of the meet-
ing to present a summary of the deliver-
ables, followed by a question and answer
session to elicit further details and address
critical issues.  The gatekeepers should then
go through the list of pass criteria and
decide, or perhaps more descriptively, 
ratify, whether they have been met or not.

• Decide in advance the process by which
gatekeepers will reach a decision – will a
formal scoring system be employed with a
quantitative standard for passage, must the
decision be unanimous or will it be made
by majority vote, etc.

• Invite the project team to be present at the
meeting, if possible. They may be asked to
leave the room if the prioritization decision
involves sensitive discussion of other proj-
ects competing for resources. If they are not
present when the decision is taken, they
should be informed of the decision in per-
son immediately after the meeting.

• Consider videoconferences and 
teleconferences.

Continued on page 23
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Why don’t more companies focus more of
their resources on breakthrough products if
disproportionate wealth creation comes
from them? This dilemma is best explained
by Christensen in his classic book, "The
Innovator’s Dilemma3." He indicates that 
leaders do not embrace disruptive technolo-
gies because:

• Disruptive technologies at first have worse
performance for mainstream customers. A
classic example is the hard disk drive
market. Initially mainframe computers uti-
lized 14 inch Winchester drives which
had 200 MB of capacity. New competi-
tors were developing smaller drives –
such as the 8 inch drive. However, IBM
and other companies in the mainframe
market saw little use for this niche product
and failed to take it seriously. As most
companies do, they continued to focus on
the current technology in order to
improve its performance and decrease its
cost. The 14 inch drive market had mar-
gins and certainty that appeared superior
to the lower margin and uncertain tech-
nology of the 8 inch drive market.
However, the 8 inch drive fueled the mini-
computer market which – over time –
proved disruptive to the mainframe mar-
ket to the extent that the 14 inch drive
became obsolete. It was too late for IBM

and other companies to take advantage
of the new trend since the 8 inch drive
developers already had established a
foot-hold based upon their skills and man-
ufacturing capacity. 
Interestingly, the pattern repeated itself in
the 5.25 and 3.5 inch drive markets,
where each of the preceding companies
failed to take advantage of the new mar-
ket until it was too late. To quote Bower
and Christensen4, great companies "…fail
– not because they make the wrong deci-

sions, but because they make the right
decisions…." by listening to their main-
stream customers who typically demand
enhanced performance with deceased
price from the existing technology.

• It is difficult to see the long term potential
of the new technology. When the 8 inch
drive was first introduced it was difficult
to see how a lower performing product
could be of value to mainframe compa-
nies. It was difficult for these companies

Getting to Breakthroughs:
Approaches and Organizational Structures,
or How to make the Impossible Possible

by Peter Koen 

Exhibit 1. Study done by Kim and Mauborgne of 30 companies in 30 industries showing that
while Breakthroughs made up only 14% of the product launches, they accounted for 61% of the
profit. 

Disproportionate wealth creation comes from breakthrough products. A study done by Kim and Mauborgne1 of 30 companies
in 30 different industries, highlighted in exhibit 1, indicated that breakthrough products are responsible for a substantial
amount of the profit in these companies. While breakthroughs comprised 14% of the product launches, they contributed 61%
of the profit. 

What do we mean by a breakthrough? Perhaps the best definition comes from the book by Leifer2 et. al. on Radical
Innovation, which classifies a breakthrough as being one that offers a 5-10 times (or greater) performance improvement or a
30-50% (or greater) reduction in cost. A classic example of a breakthrough product is Tagamet, a new class of drug, called
H2 antagonists, for healing ulcers more quickly and painlessly than previous drugs. It was the first billion dollar drug in the
pharmaceutical industry. Similar breakthrough products include 3M Post-It notepads and the Polaroid camera. 
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to envision the rapid rate at which the
technology of 8 inch drives would
improve in terms of storage capacity.
Similarly, it was difficult for vacuum tube
makers to take seriously the poor fidelity
that was being introduced in the early
transistor radios. Today’s radios are all
made from transistors (i.e. integrated cir-
cuits). Just as IBM missed the 8 inch drive

technology, so did vacuum tube manufac-
turers fail to make the leap to the new
technology.
Bower and Christensen advocate that the
organization that is developing the dis-
ruptive technology be isolated from the
mainstream until the new technology
becomes commercially viable in the new
market. They indicate that a separate
organization is necessary since the new
stream business cannot attain the same
profit margin or focus on technologies
that are distractive to the main stream
business. Based on this challenge I have
been investigating the ways in which
companies organize around break-
throughs.

Separated Business
Development Group

A well documented example is Proctor and
Gamble’s separated corporate business
development group (Whitney and
Amiable5), which put aside $250 million of
seed money to develop at least one major
business per year. The team consisted of full
time people from brand management, R&D,
finance and market research. While they
handed off 5 projects to the business sec-
tors, they have yet to develop a profitable
business since the divisions have had diffi-
culty allocating people to the new projects.

In fact the director of the unit wondered if
many would "…survive…" (Whitney, 1997,
pg 13), since many of the concepts were
several years from the market. 

This transition from the internal corporate
venture group to the existing businesses is a
classic problem of separated business
development units which are funded by the

corporation. Thus it appears that separated
business development, while successful in
pursuing new opportunities, has difficulty
transitioning the new business or technology
to the main stream business. In fact the
director of the venture unit indicated that if
he "…started over today, he would have
the heads of all the business units involved
as an advisory council" (Whitney, 1997,
pg. 13) to ensure better transition. 

The Changing Role of the
Corporate Research Laboratory

The Corporate Research Laboratory’s (CRL)
traditional mission has been to develop and
prove the feasibility of high risk exploratory
research which would have significant ben-
efit to the corporation. Traditionally these
units were relatively independent of the
business units – being funded through a cor-
porate tax and free to pursue high risk tech-
nologies. However, considerable reorgani-
zation in most CRL’s occurred during the lat-
ter part of the 1990’s when firms placed
more emphasis on CRL’s to produce bottom
line results.  Most companies "…increased
the business-focused level of funding from
between 30-50 % to up to 70-80%..."
(Glass6, et. al. 2003, pg 25). This has
resulted in much stronger alignment of the
CRL with the SBU. The new model that
appears to be emerging in successful CRL’s

is a more integrated approach to break-
throughs that employs the following nine
principles:

• Business Technology Interspersing.
Basic research can provide the fundamen-
tal underpinning for a disruptive technolo-
gy, but often delivers little value to the
corporation. In contrast, applied
research, which is tightly focused on
application and incremental improve-
ment, provides value, but rarely becomes
the platform for high impact projects. The
new role of the CRL is to effectively link
them. This is done through corporate
oversight and business stewardship, by
assuring that the basic science goals are
business-driven rather than science-driven,
by integrating corporate and functional
research planning, and by executing proj-
ects with a cross-functional team made up
of both corporate and applied research
people. 

To quote Bower and Christensen ,
great companies "…fail – not because they make the

wrong decisions, but because they make the right decisions…."
by listening to their mainstream customers who typically demand

enhanced performance with deceased price from the 
existing technology.

What leads
to success? 

Business-Technology
Interspersing

Project Selection based on
Market and Technology
Trend Analysis

Competitive Advantage,
often derived from Science-
Based Core Competencies

Aggressive Goals

(External) Scientific Peer
Review

Constancy of Purpose

Process Optimization 

Very early Prototyping and
Field Trials

Full-time Project Team, 
populated with inventors
with demonstrated track
records

Continued on next page
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• Market and Technology Trend
Analysis. Companies that first ask,
"What sand box should they be playing
in?" before focusing on specific products
have a consistent track record of high
impact innovation. This is a hallmark of
successful Venture Capitalists, who first
ask what market areas they should be
looking at for new businesses, rather than
by starting their search with specific new
businesses. The new sand boxes are typi-
cally identified by evaluating market and
technology trends.

• Science-Based Core Competencies.
Competitive advantage is often derived
from the unique core competencies and
capabilities of an organization. These
reside in the skill of people within the
organization. Thus one of the prime
imperatives, to achieve a continuous flow
of breakthroughs, is to ensure that the
organization possesses a skill base that is
superior to its competitors and ensures
continued retention of the people who
posses the competencies. In addition, sci-
ence-based core competencies typically
lead to an intellectual property position
which better assures long term competi-
tive advantage and profitability.

• Aggressive Goals. Setting aggressive
goals with a clear vision is often neces-
sary to achieve success in breakthroughs.
An example of this is the way in which
Corning senior management set forth a
clear aggressive goal to develop the next
generation of catalytic converters when
they realized the huge potential of the
forthcoming reduced emission require-
ment of the Clean Air Act. Corning, in
1970, directed hundreds of scientists and
engineers to focus on this single chal-
lenge, and now dominates the market-
place in catalytic converters.

• Scientific Peer Review. Review by sci-
entific peers during a project helps evalu-
ate the scientific aspirations of the project

and better assures that the science
involved meets the necessary standards of
excellence and rigor. Many technology
projects in companies are not accom-
plished with the correct scientific rigor.
Peer review forces the project team to
address the hard scientific issues that in
turn will typically result in sounder scientif-
ic plans and execution than without such
review. Scientific peer review represents
a fundamental characteristic for assuring
technical rigor in "best in class" 
companies.

While scientific peers may exist within
the company, I recommend that compa-
nies utilize external scientific peers.
External peers are more likely to provide
a fresh view and opinion of the project,
and typically are more forthright in their
evaluation of the technical risks associat-
ed with the project. The external peers
invited to participate are required to sign
confidentiality agreements that include
non-compete clauses and assign any
inventions that occur as a result of the
engagement to the company.

• Constancy of Purpose (Focusing). In
order to get to the next breakthrough the
overall vision should be stable over time.
For example, Corning stated the goal of
developing the next generation catalyst
which would be able to meet the new
regulatory standards. This vision was
communicated so that the organization
clearly knew where they were heading,
and that it was unlikely for this vision to
change. 

• Process Optimization. To quote
Deming, "The quantity and quality of
results you get depend on the processes
and systems you use to produce the
results." Processes are essential for high
impact innovation. These include a
process for interspersing business and
technology planning, managing high risk
technology projects – such as Technology

Stage Gate7 – linking basic and applied
research and intellectual property man-
agement. It also involves developing a
series of value creation metrics which are
linked back to the planning process.

• Early Prototyping and Field Trials.
The author found that all of the 11 break-
through products on which he performed
case studies took significantly longer to
get to market because the team failed to
identify key constraints in how the prod-
uct would actually be used. For example,
new process analytics equipment devel-
oped to measure octane level in the refin-
ery was found to meet the required speci-
fications in the central laboratory.
However, the same equipment failed to
work when placed near the refinery in a
high humidity environment – even when
the humidly was controlled. (The humidity
needed to be controlled under very tight
requirements, which could not be met in
a field environment). This unexpected
field requirement could have been uncov-
ered had the team done prototyping with
an earlier version, and would have saved
several years in the product development
cycle. 

Similar events have occurred in each of
the breakthrough products studied by the
investigator. There seems to be an inher-
ent desire by the technology team to com-
plete the design before releasing it for
tests in the actual environment so as to
not be subjected to criticism for design
elements which have not been complet-
ed. While this sounds logical, it is actual-
ly counter-productive. The actual field
requirements will often require additional
design changes to what was already per-
ceived as a completed design. Allowing
the team to identify many of the unknown
constraints earlier, which will be facilitat-
ed by early prototyping, helps accelerate
breakthrough product development.

• Full-time Project Team populated with
inventors with demonstrated track
records. Numerous studies have demon-
strated that people begin to become
unproductive once they are juggling more
than two projects. Recent work by
Amiable8 indicated that people become
more creative when they are focused on
a single activity for a significant part of
the day and feel that they are doing

To quote Deming,

"The quantity and quality of results you get
depend on the processes and systems you use to 

produce the results." Processes are essential
for high impact innovation.
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important work. This is in contrast to hav-
ing a highly fragmented day with multiple
activities and discussions. 

Numerous studies have also shown that a
relatively small percentage of all inven-
tors do most of the discovery. It is there-
fore critical for a company to identify,
nurture and retain these leading produc-
ers and insure that they are part of the
breakthrough discovery teams. Thus this
body of work tends to indicate that full-
time focused teams composed of inven-
tors with demonstrated track records have
higher probability of success than similar
teams not organized in the same way.

Conclusions

Breakthroughs will continue to be a chal-
lenge for all organizations. Christensen and
Bower, in their ground-breaking work, pro-
vide a cogent explanation of why compa-
nies reject breakthroughs as a result of their
relentless focus on their current customers.
However, this relentless focus allows them
to become blind-sided to new technology
developments which often have perceived
problems. They advocate developing the
breakthrough in a completely separate
organization – though these have been

problematic since the new concepts have
difficulty transitioning to the mainstream. 
A new organization is emerging, that is
only partially separated from the main
stream business. Organizations that appear
to be having success in breakthrough proj-
ects are partially separated organizations
which adhere to business and technology
interspersing, perform market and technolo-
gy trend analysis, develop their break-
throughs based on science based core com-
petencies, set aggressive goals, subject the
work to scientific peer review, demonstrate
constancy of purpose, constantly foster
process optimization, utilize early prototyp-
ing and use full time project teams populat-
ed with inventors with demonstrated track
records.  ■
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Effective Gatekeeping... continued from page 19

• Do not adjourn a gatekeeping meeting
without a decision being taken to proceed,
terminate, or hold until resources become
available.

• Choose a tentative date for the next gate-
keeping meeting at the conclusion of each
gatekeeping meeting.  It should be an
aggressive target, but consistent with the
assigned resources and a realistic work
plan.  If needed, an extension can be
requested later by the project team or initi-
ated by the gatekeepers.

• Have an external facilitator present at
occasional gatekeeping meetings, to assist
from a process standpoint and to help
ensure that the spirit of the process is being
followed.

• The meeting should conclude with an
assessment of the effectiveness of the appli-

cation of the process to the project.
Recommendations for improvement of the
process should be documented by the lead
gatekeeper and transmitted to the process
manager.

Conclusion

The roles of the gatekeepers and the princi-
ples of effective gatekeeping summarized
above represent significant change from past
practices for many organizations.  Much
effort will often be required, at least during
their early application, to implement these
principles fully. This vision of effective gate-
keeping represents an ideal to which an
organization must aspire, however, if it is to
achieve the full benefits of its innovation
process. ■
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2006 Annual Conference - THE CREATIVITY-INNOVATION CONNECTION
June 7, 9:00-5:00

Babbio Center, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ

Our Fifteenth Annual Conference is devoted to the topic of creativity, as both the ignit-
ing spark of the process of innovation and the insights that move an idea along the
innovation path from conception to commercialization.  We are presenting four distin-
guished speakers who will illuminate both the theoretical and the practical aspects of
creativity, and will share their experiences aimed at increasing the quantity and quality
of creative new ideas:

• David Tanner, founder and director of the DuPont Center for Creativity & Innovation,
will describe some of the most productive creative thinking tools and discuss how the
environment for creative thinking was enhanced at DuPont.

• Christopher Barlow, of DePaul University and the Co-Creativity Institute, will discuss
the tools, concepts, and skills available for managing complex innovations.

• Steven Jacobs, President of Bilcare USA, will focus on leadership for creativity and
innovation, drawn from his experiences in leading a successful innovation team for
Johnson & Johnson.

• Anthony Le Storti, Executive Consultant for IDEATECTS® Inc. and former director of
the Center for Creative Studies, will discuss how organizations subtly crush creativity and
impede innovation, exploring the "logic of failure" often lurking in policies regarding
innovation and creativity.

The Conference will appeal to technology managers, product managers, marketing 
managers, new business development personnel, project managers, corporate and busi-
ness unit managers – in short, to everyone interested in energizing innovation and 
creativity. Please contact Sharen Glennon to reserve your space, 201-216-5381 or 
sglennon@stevens.edu
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